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It is shown that an algebraic polynomial of degree k&1 which interpolates a
k-monotone function f at k points, sufficiently approximates it, even if the points of
interpolation are close to each other. It is well known that this result is not true in
general for non-k-monotone functions. As an application, we prove a (positive)
result on simultaneous approximation of a k-monotone function and its derivatives
in Lp , 0< p<1, metric, and also show that the rate of the best algebraic approxi-
mation of k-monotone functions (with bounded (k&2)nd derivatives in Lp ,
1< p<, is o(n&kp).  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
It is well known that a polynomial of degree k&1 which interpolates
a continuous function f at k points, which are not too close to each other,
sufficiently approximates it. For example, one of the interpolatory versions
of the well known Whitney theorem (in C norm) states:
Let f # C[a, b], and let pk&1 be a polynomial of degree k&1
which interpolates f at a+&(b&a)(k&1), &=0, 1, ..., k&1.
Then & f & pk&1&C[a, b]C|k( f, b&a, [a, b]) .
Here, |k is the usual kth modulus of smoothness which is defined by
|k( f, t, [a, b])p := sup
0<ht
&2kh( f, } , [a, b])&Lp[a, b] , 0< p,
where
2kh( f, x, [a, b])
:={ :
k
i=0 \
k
i + (&1)k&i f \x&
kh
2
+ih+ , if x\kh2 # [a, b],
0, otherwise,
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is the k th symmetric difference.
It is not difficult to see that the condition that the points of interpolation
are not too close to each other cannot be removed. Indeed, let
x, &1x<0,
f (x)={0, 0x<=,x&=, =x1.
Then |2( f, 2, [&1, 1])=|2( f &x, 2, [&1, 1])4 & f &x&C[&1, 1]4=.
At the same time, let p1 interpolate f at x=0 and x== (i.e., p1(x)=0 for
all x). Then the estimate
& f & p1&C[&1, 1]C|2( f, 2, [&1, 1])
does not hold, since, otherwise
1=& f &C[&1, 1]=& f & p1&C[&1, 1]C|2( f, 2, [&1, 1])C=,
which, of course, is not true if = is small.
It turns out that the situation is different if f is convex or, more
generally, k-monotone, even if approximation in Lp , 0< p, metric, is
considered. A function f : [a, b] [ R is said to be k-monotone, k1, on
[a, b] iff for all choices of (k+1) distinct x0 , ..., xk in [a, b] the inequality
[x0 , ..., xk] f 0 (1)
holds, where [x0 , ..., xk] f =kj=0 ( f (xj)w$(xj)) denotes the kth divided
difference of f at x0 , ..., xk , and w(x)=>kj=0 (x&xj). Note that 1-mono-
tone (2-monotone) functions are just nondecreasing (convex) functions.
The class of all k-monotone functions on [a, b] (or (a, b)) is denoted by
2k[a, b] (or 2k(a, b)). If f # Ck[&1, 1], then f # 2k[&1, 1] iff f (k)(x)0,
x # [&1, 1].
A function f is called weakly k-monotone if (1) is satisfied for any set of
equally spaced points x0 , ..., xk . In general, weakly k-monotone functions
do not have to be k-monotone. In fact, they do not even have to be con-
tinuous. However, if f is assumed to be continuous, then the concepts of
k-monotonicity and weak k-monotonicity turn out to be equivalent. We refer
the reader to the book of Roberts and Varberg [10] for further discus-
sions, and just mention the following result which is due to Ciesielski [2]:
Let f be weakly k-monotone on [a, b] for some k2. If f is
bounded on at least one subset E of (a, b) having positive
measure, then f is continuous on (a, b).
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The following theorem about differentiability of k-monotone functions (see
[10, 9], for example) will be useful.
Theorem A. Suppose for some k2 that f : [a, b] [ R is k-monotone.
Then f ( j)(x), the derivative of order j, exists on (a, b) for jk&2 and is
(k& j)-monotone. In particular, f (k&2)(x) exists, is convex, and therefore
satisfies a Lipschitz condition on any closed interval [!, ‘] contained in
(a, b), is absolutely continuous on [!, ‘], is continuous on (a, b), and has left
and right (nondecreasing) derivatives, f (k&1)& (x) and f
(k&1)
+ (x) on (a, b).
Moreover, the set E where f (k&1)(x) fails to exist is countable, and f (k&1) is
continuous on (a, b)"E.
We now introduce some notations that are used throughout this paper.
A function f is said to change sign at y if f (x)0 (0) for x< y and
f (x)0 (0) for x> y. (Note that, with this definition, the zero function
changes sign at every point.)
An interval [a, b] is often denoted by J, in which case |J |=b&a and
[a&& |J |, b+& |J |]=: [(2&+1) J].
Also, let
|m.( f, $)p := sup
0<h$
&2mh.( } )( f, } , [&1, 1])&p
denote the m th order DitzianTotik modulus of smoothness, and let
2 mh ( f, x, [a, b]) :=2
m
h ( f, x+kh2, [a, b])
be the forward m th difference. If the interval [&1, 1] is used in any of the
above notations, it will be omitted, for example, & f &p :=& f &Lp[&1, 1] ,
|k( f, t)p :=|k( f, t, [&1, 1])p , etc.
Finally, we emphasize that 2k :=2k(&1, 1) and, thus, functions from 2k
do not have to be defined at \1 (and, hence, they do not have to be bounded
on (&1, 1)). For example, (x+1)&1 # 22. At the same time, if f # 2k[&1, 1],
then it is bounded on [&1, 1]. Moreover, since f # C(&1, 1) (if k2) and
f is nondecreasing (if k=1), then f # Lp[&1, 1] for all 0< p.
The following theorems are the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1. Let f # 2k, k1, and J=[a, b] be such that
(i) [3J]/[&1, 1] or (ii) [(4k+1) J]/[&1, 1],
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and let pk&1 be a polynomial of degree k&1 which interpolates f at k
points in J. If f (m) # Lp[&1, 1], 0< p, for some m such that
0mk&1, then the following inequalities hold for all j=0, 1, ..., m:
(i) & f ( j)& p ( j)k&1 &Lp[b, b+|J | ]C|
k& j ( f ( j), |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+|J |])p
if b&2k |J |&1, (2)
(i) & f ( j)& p ( j)k&1&Lp[a&|J | , a]C|
k& j ( f ( j), |J | , [a&|J |, a+2k |J | ])p
if a+2k |J |1, (3)
or
(ii) & f ( j)& p ( j)k&1 &Lp[3J]C|
k& j ( f ( j), |J |, [(4k+1) J])p . (4)
Theorem 2. Let f # 2k, k1, be such that f (m) # Lp[&1, 1], 0< p,
for some m, 0mk&1. Then there exists pn # Pn such that
& f ( j)& p ( j)n &pC|
k& j
. ( f
( j), n&1)p (5)
for all j=0, 1, ..., m, where C depends only on k and p (if p<1), and the
construction of the polynomial pn does not depend on p. Moreover, these
estimates are exact in the sense that
& f & pn&pC|k+1( f, n&1)p
and
& f $& p$n&pC|k( f $, n&1)p
cannot hold simultaneously for f # 2k if 0< p<1.
Note, that if 1 p, then better estimates than (5) are valid
(moreover these estimates are true for general functions f which do not
have to be in 2k). See [5, 6] for more details.
Theorem 3. Let f # 2k[&1, 1] be such that f (k&2) # C[&1, 1]. Then
there exists a polynomial pn # Pn such that
& f & pn&pCn&kp|k.( f, n
&1)1q & f
(k&2)&1p , (6)
for all 1 p, where 1p+1q=1, and C depends only on k. In par-
ticular,
En( f )p=o(n&kp), 1< p<,
where En( f )p=infpn # Pn & f & pn&p .
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Theorem 3 generalizes the results of Ivanov [4] and Stojanova [11] (see
also [7, 8]), which were proved for convex functions.
2. LOCAL APPROXIMATION OF k-MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
BY INTERPOLATORY POLYNOMIALS
Theorem 4. Let J :=[a, b] be such that [3J]/[&1, 1], and let f # 2k,
k1, be such that f ( y1)= } } } = f ( yk)=0, where a< y1< } } } < yk<b. If
f # Lp[&1, 1], 0< p, then
& f &Lp[b, b+|J |]
C|k( f, 2 |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+|J |])p if b&2k |J |&1, (7)
and
& f &Lp[a&|J | , a]
C|k( f, 2 |J |, [a&|J | , a+2k |J |])p if a+2k |J |1, (8)
where constants C depend only on k and p (if 0< p<1), and do not depend
on the (location of ) interpolation points.
(We want to emphasize once more that f # 2k does not have to be
bounded (near the endpoints) and, thus, the condition f # Lp[&1, 1] is
needed in the statement (of course, if we require that f # 2k and f is defined
at \1, then f # C(&1, 1) (if k2) and is bounded on [&1, 1], and this
condition can be removed.)
Lemma B [1]. Let f # 2k, k1, and let lk&1(x) interpolate f at
z1 , ..., zk . Then f &lk&1 changes sign at z1 , ..., zk and, in particular,
f (x)&lk&1(x)0 for xmax[z1 , ..., zk].
At this stage we note that this lemma (as well as almost all results
below) can be slightly generalized in the case k=1. Indeed, f # 21 does not
have to be continuous on (&1, 1) and, therefore, the requirement that
L0(x) is an interpolatory Lagrange polynomial is too restrictive. Suppose
that f is discontinuous at z # (&1, 1). Then the assertion of the lemma is
still valid for L0(x) :=:, x # [&1, 1], if limx  z& f (x):limx  z+ f (x).
To simplify the exposition we do not mention or discuss this later in the
paper.
Lemma 5. Let f # 2k, k1, be such that f ( y1)= } } } = f ( yk)=0, where
&1< y1< } } } < yk<1, and let Lk&1(x) :=Lk&1(x, f ; t1 , t2 , ..., tk) be the
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Lagrange polynomial interpolating f at t1 , ..., tk . If &1<t1<t2< } } } <
tk< y1 , then Lk&1(x)0 for x> yk .
Proof. We will give a proof by induction on k. Let k=1, f # 21,
f ( y1)=0, and L0(x) :=L0(x, f ; t1), where t1< y1 . Then L0(x)0 for all x
(since f (t1)0). Let k=2, f # 22, f ( y1)= f ( y2)=0 for y1< y2 , and
L1(x)=L1(x, f ; t1 , t2), where t1<t2< y1 . Then L1(x) is decreasing, and,
by Lemma B, L1( y1) f ( y1)=0. Hence, L1(x)0 for x y1 and, in par-
ticular, for x> y2 .
Suppose now that the lemma is proved for k&1 and that it is not valid
for k (k3). Then, there exists t> yk such that Lk&1(t)>0. At the same
time, Lemma B implies that Lk&1(x) f (x) for xtk . In particular,
Lk&1( yk) f ( yk)=0. Therefore, there exists ! # ( yk , t) such that L$k&1(!)=
(Lk&1(t)&Lk&1( yk))(t& yk)>0. Rolle’s theorem implies that L$k&1(x)
interpolates f $ at k&1 points t~ 1 , ..., t~ k&1 , where t1<t~ 1<t2< } } } <tk&1<
t~ k&1<tk< y1 . Also, f $ # 2k&1 and f $( y~ 1)= } } } = f $( y~ k&1)=0, where
y1< y~ 1< y2< } } } < yk&1< y~ k&1< yk . Now, the fact that L$k&1(!)>0 for
!> yk> y~ k&1 contradicts the statement of the lemma for k&1. This com-
pletes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 4. We will only prove (7), since the proof of (8)
is analogous. Let x # [b, b+|J | ] be fixed, and consider Lk&1( y) :=
Lk&1( y, f ; x&2k |J | , x&2(k&1) |J |, ..., x&2 |J | ). Then
0 f (x)= f (x)+2 k2 |J | Lk&1(x&2k |J | )
=2 k2 |J | f (x&2k |J | )+Lk&1(x)
2 k2 |J | f (x&2k |J | ),
since, by Lemma 5, Lk&1(x)0. Thus,
| f (x)||2 k2 |J | f (x&2k |J | )|
for all x # [b, b+|J |]. Integrating over [b, b+|J | ] we get
|
b+|J |
b
| f (x)| p dx
|
b+|J |
b
|2 k2 |J | f (x&2k |J | )|
p dx
=|
b&(2k&1) |J |
b&2k |J |
|2 k2 |J | f ( y)|
p dy|k( f, 2 |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+|J |]) pp .
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
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Corollary 6. Let f # 2k, k1, and let pk&1 be a polynomial of degree
k&1 which interpolates f at k points in J=[a, b]. If [3J]/[&1, 1] and
f # Lp[&1, 1], 0< p, then
& f & pk&1&Lp[b, b+|J |]
C|k( f, |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+|J | )p if b&2k |J |&1, (9)
and
& f & pk&1&Lp[a&|J |, a]
C|k( f, |J |, [a&|J |, a+2k |J | )p if a+2k |J |1, (10)
where constants C depend only on k and p (if 0< p<1), and do not depend
on the (location of ) interpolation points.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let f # 2k, k1, be such that f ( y1)= } } } = f ( yk)=0, where
y1< } } } < yk . Then f is nondecreasing for x yk .
Proof. The statement is obvious for k=1 and k=2, and for k3 it
immediately follows from Lemma B and the fact that f $ # 2k&1 and f $( y~ 1)=
} } } = f $( y~ k&1)=0, where y1< y~ 1< y2< } } } < yk&1< y~ k&1< yk . K
Theorem 8. Let f # 2k, k1, J=[a, b] be such that [(4k+1) J]/
[&1, 1], and let pk&1 # 6k&1 interpolate f at k points in J. If
f # Lp[&1, 1], 0< p, then
& f & pk&1&Lp([3J])C|
k( f, |J |, [(4k+1) J])p , (11)
where the constant C depends only on k and p (if p<1), and does not depend
on the (location of ) interpolation points.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 6 that
& f & pk&1&Lp[b, b+|J |]C|
k( f, |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+|J | )p
and
& f & pk&1&Lp[a&|J | , a]C|
k( f, |J |, [a&|J |, a+2k |J | )p .
We will now show that
& f & pk&1&Lp[a, b]C|
k( f, |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+2k |J | )p .
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Indeed, let g := f &pk&1 . Then g # 2k, k1, g( y1)= } } } g( yk)=0,
y1< } } } < yk in [a, b]. Let qk&1 be a polynomial in 6k&1 interpolating g
at b+ik |J |, i=0, 1, ..., k&1. Corollary 6 implies that
&g&qk&1&Lp[a, b]C|
k(g, |J |, [a, b+2k |J |])p
=C|k( f, |J |, [a, b+2k |J |])p .
Let us now estimate &qk&1&Lp[a, b] . Using Lemma 7 we have
&qk&1& pLp[a, b]
=|
b
a
|qk&1(x)| p dx
|
b
a } :
k&1
j=0
‘
i{ j
x&(b+i |J |k)
( j&i) |J |k
g \b+ jk |J |+ }
p
dx
C |J | :
k&1
j=0 } g \b+
j
k
|J |+ }
p
C |J | :
k&1
j=0 \
k
|J | |
b+( j+1) |J |k
b+ j |J |k
| g( y)| p dy+
C |
b+|J |
b
| g( y)| p dy
=C & f & pk&1&Lp[b, b+|J | ]C|
k( f, |J | , [b&2k |J |, b+|J | ]) pp .
From the above estimate we have
& f & pk&1& pLp[a, b]=&g&
p
Lp[a, b]
C(&g&qk&1 & pLp[a, b]+&qk&1&
p
Lp[a, b]
)
C|k( f, |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+2k |J |]) pp .
Hence,
& f & pk&1&Lp[3J]C|
k( f, |J |, [b&2k |J |, b+2k |J |])p .
The proof is complete. K
Note that, in a sense, (11) is the best of what one can expect. More
precisely, the estimate
& f & pk&1&Lp(J)C|
k( f, |J |, [(4k+1) J] & [&1, 1])p , (12)
for example, is no longer truethe interval J=[a, b] should be ‘‘far’’ from
the endpoints. Indeed, let f (x)=(x+1&=)+ and let [a, b]=[&1, &15],
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for example. Then f # 22 and |2( f, 1)p=|2( f &x&1, 1)pC & f &x&1&p
C=. Let p1 interpolate f at x=&1 and x=&1+=. Then p1(x)=0 for
all x, and & f & p1&p=& f &p tconst. This shows that (12) cannot hold in
general.
Proof of Theorem 1. The assertion of Theorem 1 follows from
Corollary 6, Theorems 8 and A, and the fact that p( j)k&1 interpolates f
( j) at
k& j points in J for jk&2 (see the Remark after Lemma B concerning
the case j=k&1). K
3. SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION IN Lp , p>0
It is well known that Lp , 0< p<1, spaces are ‘‘pathological in nature.’’
For example, they are not Banach spaces, there are no continuous linear
functionals in Lp (except the zero functional), the inequality |m( f, $)p
C$|m&1( f $, $)p is not true if 0< p<1, etc. Ditzian [3] proved that, in
general, the rate of simultaneous approximation of a function and its
derivatives is very bad if 0< p<1:
For 0< p<1 and f # AC[0, 1] we cannot have Pn # Pn such
that & f &Pn&pC|2( f, n&1)p and & f $&P$n&pC|( f $, n&1)p
simultaneously with constants independent of f and n.
Theorem 2 improves this result showing that if f is assumed to be in 2k,
then simultaneous approximation of f and its derivatives is possible for
p<1, but only to some degree. We mention that our proof of the negative
part of Theorem 2 is based on the construction used in [3].
Proof of Theorem 2. Let xj :=cos( j?n), 0 jn, 2n(x) :=
n&1 - 1&x2+n&2, and let a spline Ln(x, f ) be defined as follows:
Ln(x, f )=Lk&1(x, f ; x:&1 , x:&1+h: , ..., x:&1+(k&1) h:), x # [&1, x:),
where h:=10&12n(x:&1) and :=n&8k2, Ln(x, f )=Lk&1(x, f ; x j ,
xj&1 , ..., xj&k+1) if x # [xj , xj&1) for 8k2 jn&8k2, Ln(x, f )=
Lk&1(x, f ; x;&(k&1) h; , ..., x;&h; , x;) if x # [x;&1 , 1], where h;=
10&12n(x;) and ;=8k2.
We remark that this somewhat complicated construction is needed in
order to be able to use (3) near the left endpoint, (2) near the right
endpoint, and (4) in the middle of [&1, 1]. Now, using the same sequence
of estimates as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [5] together with Theorem 1
it is possible to show that
& f ( j)&L ( j)n ( f )&pC|
k& j
. ( f
( j), n&1)p . (13)
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Let qt(x, f ) denote the restriction of Ln(x, f ) to [xt , xt&1], 1tn. Then
Ln(x, f )=qn(x, f )+ :
n&1
t=1
(qt(x, f )&qt+1(x, f )) /t(x),
where /t(x)=1 if xxt , and /t(x)=0 otherwise. The polynomial
Pn(x, f )=qn(x, f )+ :
n&1
t=1
(qt(x, f )&qt+1(x, f )) Tt(x),
where Tt(x) is a polynomial of degree Cn (defined in [5]), satisfies
&L ( j)n ( f )&P
( j)
n ( f )&pC|
k& j
. ( f
( j), n&1)p . (14)
The proof of (14) is almost word for word the same as the proof of
Theorem 1 of [5]. The only difference is that Theorem 1 should be used
instead of Lemma A of [5], and, in the case 0< p<1, the inequality
&i fi& pp i & f i &
p
p replaces the Minkovski inequality. We omit the details.
Now, a sketch of the proof of the negative part of the theorem will be
given. We employ the idea and construction which was used by Ditzian in
[3]. It is more convenient to consider the interval [0, 1] instead of
[&1, 1].
Let S(x, m; a, b) :=xa ( y&a)
m (b& y)m dy(ba ( y&a)
m (b& y)m dy)&1 and
g(x)={
nS(x, k; ln&2, ln&2+=), ln&2xln&2+=,
n, ln&2+=xln&2+n&3,
n(1&S(x, k; ln&2+n&3, ln&2+n&3+=)),
ln&2+n&3xln&2+n&3+=,
0, ln&2+n&3+=x(l+1) n&2,
where l=0, 1, 2, ..., n2&1, and = is very small (=n&5 will do). The func-
tion g is (k&1)-times continuously differentiable, and, since S(x) # 62k+1 ,
then by Markov’s inequality,
&g(k&1)&C(k) n=1&k.
Now, let a function f be such that f (x)=bxk+x0 g(t) dt, where b is chosen
so that f # 2k[0, 1]. Of course, it is always possible since f (k)(x)=
k! b+ g(k&1)(x)k ! b&C(k) n=1&k0 for sufficiently large b. We now
show how the rest of the proof can be reduced to Ditzian’s construction in
[3]. Let
G(x)={n,0,
ln&2<x<ln&2+n&3,
ln&2+n&3<x<(l+1) n&2).
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It was shown in [3] that
"|
x
0
G(t) dt&x"p Cn&2.
Also,
"|
x
0
(G(t)& g(t)) dt"|
1
0
|G(t)& g(t)| dt2=n3.
Therefore,
"|
x
0
g(t) dt&x"
p
p
"|
x
0
G(t) dt&x"
p
p
+"|
x
0
( g(t)&G(t)) dt"
p
p
Cn&2p+"|
x
0
(g(t)&G(t)) dt"
p

Cn&2p+C(=n3) pCn&2p.
This implies that
|k+1( f, n&1) pp =|
k+1 \|
x
0
g(t) dt&x, n&1+
p
p
C "|
x
0
g(t) dt&x"
p
p
Cn&2p.
Also,
|k( f $, n&1) pp =|
k(g, n&1) pp C &g& pp Cn p&1.
Suppose now that there exists a polynomial Pn # Pn such that
& f &Pn&pC|k+1( f, n&1)pCn&2
and
& f $&P$n&pC|k( f $, n&1)pCn1&1p.
Using the same sequence of inequalities as in [3] a contradiction can be
obtained. We refer the reader to [3] for more details. K
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4. RATE OF APPROXIMATION OF k-MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
Proof of Theorem 3. We use the idea from [8]. Note that it is sufficient
to prove Theorem 3 only for p=1 and p=, i.e.,
& f & pn&C|k.( f, n&1) (15)
and
& f & pn&1Cn&k & f (k&2)& . (16)
Indeed, suppose that there exists a polynomial pn # Pn which satisfies (15)
and (16). Then
& f & pn& pp =|
1
&1
| f &pn | p=|
1
&1
| f &pn | p&1 | f &pn |
& f & pn& p&1 & f & pn&1 ,
and, hence,
& f & pn&p& f & pn&1q & f & pn &1p1 Cn&kp|k.( f, n&1)1q & f (k&2)&1p .
Note that it is relatively easy to prove (15) and (16) without the require-
ment that the same polynomial pn is used in both of them. When this
requirement is present Theorem 1 becomes useful.
Lemma 9. Let f # 22[&1, 1]. Then
|2.( f, $)1C$
2 & f & , (17)
where C is an absolute constant.
Proof. Using the definition of the second modulus of smoothness,
keeping in mind that 22h f (x)0 for f # 2
2 and changing variables, we have
|
1
&1
|22h.(x) f (x)| dx
=|
x : x\h.(x) # [&1, 1]
( f (x&h.(x))&2f (x)+ f (x+h.(x))) dx
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=|
1&3h21+h2
&1
f ( y)(1+h2)&1 \1& yh- h2+1& y2+ dy
&2 |
1&h21+h2
&1+h21+h2
f ( y) dy
+|
1
&1+3h21+h2
f ( y)(1+h2)&1 \1+ yh- h2+1& y2+ dy
Ch2 & f &+|
1&3h21+h2
&1+3h21+h2
2h2(1+h2)&1 | f ( y)| dy
Ch2 & f & .
This immediately implies (17). K
It only remains to notice that, for p=, Theorem 2 ( j=0) yields (15),
and if p=1, then together with Lemma 9 it implies (16), since
& f & pn&1C|k.( f, n
&1)1Cn&k+2|2.( f
(k&2), n&1)1Cn&k & f (k&2)& ,
since f (k&2) # 22[&1, 1]. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. K
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